Provenance is information about the origin, derivation, ownership, or history of an object. It has recently been studied extensively in scientific databases and other settings due to its importance in helping scientists judge data validity, quality and integrity. However, most models of provenance have been stated as ad hoc definitions motivated by informal concepts such as "comes from", "influences", "produces", or "depends on". These models lack clear formalizations describing in what sense the definitions capture these intuitive concepts. This makes it difficult to compare approaches, evaluate their effectiveness, or argue about their validity.
Introduction
Sophisticated computer systems and programming techniques, particularly database management systems and distributed computation, are now being used for large-scale scientific endeavors in many fields including biology, physics and astronomy. Moreover, they are used directly by scientists who -often justifiably -view the behavior of such systems is opaque and unreliable. Simply presenting the result of a computation is not considered sufficient to establish its repeatability or scientific value in (for example) a journal article. Instead, it is considered essential to provide high-level explanations of how a part of the result of a database query or distributed computation was derived from its inputs, or how a database came to be the way it is. Such information about the source, context, derivation, or history of a (data) object is often called provenance.
Currently, many systems either require their users to deal with provenance manually or provide one of a variety of ad hoc, custom solutions. Manual recordkeeping is tedious and error-prone, while both manual and custom solutions are expensive and provide few formal correctness guarantees. This state of affairs strongly motivates research into automatic and standardized techniques for recording, managing, and exploiting provenance in databases and other systems.
A number of approaches to automatic provenance tracking have been studied, each aiming to capture some intuitive aspect of provenance such as "Where did a result come from in the input?" (Buneman et al. 2001) , "What inputs influenced a result?" (Cui et al. 2000; Buneman et al. 2001) , "How was a result produced from the input?" (Green et al. 2007) , or "What inputs do results depend on?" . However, there is not yet much understanding of the advantages, disadvantages and formal guarantees offered by each, or of the relationships among them. Many of these techniques have been presented as ad hoc definitions without clear formal specifications of the problem the definitions are meant to solve. In some cases, loose specifications have been developed, but they appear difficult to extend beyond simple settings such as monotone relational queries.
Therefore, we believe that semantic foundations for provenance need to be developed in order to understand and relate existing techniques, as well as to motivate and validate new techniques. We focus on provenance in database management systems, because of its practical importance and because several interesting provenance techniques have already been developed in this setting. We investigate a semantic foundation for provenance in databases based on traces. We begin with an operational semantics based on stores in which each part of each value has a label. We instrument the semantics so that as an expression evaluates, we record certain properties of the operational derivation in a provenance trace. Provenance traces record the relationships between the labels in the store, ultimately linking the result of a computation to the input. Traces can be viewed as a concrete representation of the operational semantics derivation showing how each part of the output was computed from the input and intermediate values.
We employ the nested relational calculus (NRC), a core database query language closely related to monadic comprehensions as used in Haskell and other functional programming languages (Wadler 1992) . The nested relational model also forms the basis for distributed programming systems such as MapReduce (Dean and Ghemawat 2008) and PigLatin (Olston et al. 2008) and is closely related to XML. Thus, our results should generalize to these other settings.
This paper makes the following contributions: • We define traces, traced evaluation for NRC queries, and a trace adaptation semantics.
• We show that we can extract several other forms of provenance that have been developed for the NRC from traces, including where-provenance (Buneman et al. 2001 (Buneman et al. , 2007 , dependency provenance , and semiring-provenance (Green et al. 2007; . The semiring-provenance model already generalizes several other forms of provenance such as why-provenance (Buneman et al. 2001) and lineage (Cui et al. 2000) , but where-provenance and dependency-provenance are not instances of the semiring model. Provenance traces thus unify three previously unrelated provenance models.
• We state and prove properties which establish traces as a solid semantic foundation for provenance. Specifically, we show that the trace generated by evaluating an expression is consistent with the resulting store, and that such traces are "explanations" that help us understand how the expression would behave if the input store is changed. This is the main contribution of the paper, and in particular the explanation property is a key "correctness" property for provenance that has been absent from previous work on this topic. We want to emphasize that provenance traces are not a proposal for a concrete, practical form of provenance. Traces are a candidate answer to the question "what is the most detailed form of provenance we could imagine recording?" We expect that it is unlikely that provenance traces would be implementable within a large-scale database system. Other practical provenance techniques will necessarily sacrifice or approximate some of the detail of provenance traces in return for efficiency. Thus, the role of provenance traces is to provide a way to explain precisely what is lost in the process.
The traces used in this paper are also related to traces studied in other settings, particularly in AFL, an adaptive functional language introduced by Acar et al. (2006) . However, there are important differences. First, while AFL leaves it up to the programmer to identify modifiable inputs and changeable outputs, provenance traces implicitly treat every part of the input as modifiable and every part of the output as changeable. This may make provenance traces too inefficient for practical use, but our main goal here is to identify a rich, principled form of provenance and efficiency is a secondary concern. Second, AFL traces are based directly on source language expressions, and were not designed with human-readability or provenance extraction in mind. In contrast, provenance traces can be viewed as directed acyclic graphs (with some extra structure and annotations) that can easily be traversed to extract other forms of provenance. Finally, AFL includes user-defined, recursive functions, whereas the NRC does not include function definitions but does provide collection types and comprehension operations. These differences are minor; it appears straightforward to add the missing features to the respective languages.
An example As a simple example, consider an expression if x = 5 then y + 42 else x. If we run this on an input store x = 5 lx , y = 42 ly then the result is 47
, and the trace is l_1' <-l_x = 5; cond(l_1', t, l' <-l_y+42)
This trace records that we first test whether lx = 5, then do a conditional branch. The cond trace records the tested label l ′ 1 , its value, and a subtrace showing how we computed the final result l ′ by copying from ly.
As a more complicated example illustrating traces for relational operations, consider a SQL-style query that selects only the Bvalues of records in table R:
SELECT B FROM R which corresponds to the NRC expression {πB(x) | x ∈ R}. When run on R = {(A : 1, B : 2), (A : 2, B : 3)} the result is {2, 3}. If we regard the input as labeled as follows: {(A : 1 l 11 , B :
. This trace shows that the result is obtained by comprehension over l. There are two elements, l1 and l2, yielding results l ′ 1 = l12 and l ′ 2 = l22, which were obtained by projecting the B field from l1 and l2 respectively.
It should be clear that traces can in general be large and difficult to interpret because they are very low-level. As mentioned above, we can slice traces by discarding irrelevant information to obtain smaller traces that are more useful as explanations of how a specific part of the output was produced or how a part of the input was used. As a simple example, if we are only interested in l ′ 1 in the output of the second example, we can slice the trace "backwards" from l
Dually, if we wish to see how some part of the input influences parts of the output, we can slice "forwards". For example, the forward slice from l21 is empty, meaning that it did not play any role in the execution, whereas a forward slice from l22 is
We can also extract other forms of provenance directly from traces. For example, in the second query above, we can see that l ′ 2 in the output "comes from" l12 in the input since it is copied by the projection operation l ′ 1 ← proj B (l1, l12). Similarly, if we inspect the forward trace slice from l22, we can see that the labels l ′ 2 and l ′ in the output mat "depend on" l22, and that the edge (l ′ , l ′ 2 ) is "produced" by the comprehension from the edge (l, l2).
Synopsis
The structure of the rest of this paper is as follows. Section 2 reviews the nested relational calculus, and introduces an operational, destination-passing, store-based semantics for NRC. Section 3 defines provenance traces and introduces a traced operational semantics for NRC queries and a trace adaptation semantics for adjusting traces to changes to the input. Section 5.2 establishes the key metatheoretic and semantic properties of traces. Section 4 discusses extracting other forms of provenance from traces, and Section 6 briefly discusses trace slicing and simplification techniques. We discuss related and future work and conclude in Sections 7-8.
Nested relational calculus
The nested relational calculus (Buneman et al. 1995) , or NRC, is a simply-typed core language, closely related to monadic comprehensions (Wadler 1992) . The NRC that is as expressive as standard database query languages such as SQL but has simpler syntax and cleaner semantics. (We do not address certain dark corners of SQL such as NULL values.) The syntax of NRC types τ ∈ Type is as follows:
Types include base types such as int and bool, pairing types τ1 ×τ2, and collection types {τ }. Collection types {τ } are often taken to be sets, bags (multisets), or lists; in this paper, we consider multiset collections only. We omit first-class function types and λ-terms because most database systems do not support them.
We assume countably infinite, disjoint sets Var of variables and labels Lab. The syntax of NRC expressions e ∈ Exp is as follows:
Variables and let-expressions, pairing, boolean, and integer operations are standard. Labels are used in the operational semantics (Section 2.4). The expression ∅ denotes the empty collection; {e} constructs a singleton collection, e1 ∪ e2 takes the (multiset) union of two collections, and S {e | x ∈ e0} iterates over a collection obtained by evaluating e, applying e(x) to each element of the collection, and unioning the results. Note that we can define {e | x ∈ e0} as S {{e} | x ∈ e0}. We include integer constants, addition (e1 + e2), and equality (e1 ≈ e2). Finally, the empty(e) predicate tests whether the collection denoted by e is empty, and the P {e | x ∈ e0} operation takes the sum of a collection of integers. Expressions are identified modulo alpha-equivalence, regarding x bound in e(x) in the expressions S {e(x) | x ∈ e0}, P {e(x) | x ∈ e0} and let x = e0 in e(x). We write e[l/x] for the result of substituting a label l for a variable x in e; labels cannot be bound so substitution is naturally capture-avoiding.
Examples
As with many core languages, it is inconvenient to program directly in NRC. Instead, it is often more convenient to use idiomatic "comprehension syntax" similar to Haskell's list comprehensions (Wadler 1992; Buneman et al. 1994) . These can be viewed as syntactic sugar for primitive NRC expressions, just as in Haskell list comprehensions can be translated to the primitive monadic operations on lists. Although we use unlabeled pairs, the NRC can also be extended easily with convenient named-record syntax. These techniques are standard so here we only illustrate them via examples which will be used later in the paper. This is equivalent to the core NRC expression
Example 2 Given R, S as above, the SQL "aggregation" query can be expressed as
Some sample input tables and the results of running Q1 and Q2 on them are shown in Figure 1 . The labels r, r1, . . . in are used in the operational semantics, as discussed in Section 2.4.
Type system
NRC expressions can be typechecked using standard techniques. The typechecking rules are shown in Figure 2 . We employ contexts Γ of the form Γ ::= · | Γ, x:τ .
Denotational semantics
The semantics of NRC expressions is usually defined denotationally. We consider values v ∈ Val of the form:
where i ∈ Z and b ∈ B, and interpret types as sets of values, as follows: 
Figure 2. Expression well-formedness
We write M fin (X) for the set of finite multisets of values. Figure 3 shows the (standard) equations defining the denotational semantics of NRC expressions. NRC does not include arbitrary recursive definitions, so we do not need to deal with nontermination. We write γ : Var → Val for a finite function (or environment) mapping variables x to values v. We write Γ for the set of all environments γ such that γ(x) ∈ Γ(x) for all x ∈ dom(γ).
The type system given above is sound in the following sense:
Operational semantics
The semantics of NRC is usually presented denotationally. For the purposes of this paper, we will introduce an operational semantics based on stores in which every part of every value has a label. This semantics will serve as the basis for our trace semantics, since labels can easily be used to address parts of the input, output, and intermediate values of a query. Thus, labels play a dual role as addresses of values in the store and as "locations" mentioned in traces. Note that NRC is a purely functional language and so labels are written at most once. In order to ensure that each part of each value has a label, we employ a store mapping labels to value constructors, which can be thought of as individual heap cells each describing one part of a value. We define value constructors k ∈ Con as follows:
Here, {l1 : m1, . . . , ln : mn} denotes a multiset of labels (often denoted L, L ′ ), where mi is the multiplicity of li. Multiplicities are assumed nonzero and omitted when equal to 1. Multisets are equivalent up to reordering and we assume the elements li are distinct. We write M ⊔N for multiset union and M ⊕N for domaindisjoint multiset union, defined only when dom(M ) ∩ dom(N ) = ∅.
We write Lab(k) for the set of labels mentioned in k. Stores are finite maps σ : Lab → Con from labels to constructors. We also consider label environments to be finite maps from variables to labels γ : Var → Lab.
We will restrict attention to NRC expressions in "A-normal form", defined as follows:
The A-normalization translation is standard and straightforward, so omitted. The operational semantics rules are shown in Figure 5 . The rules are in destination-passing style. We use two judgments: σ, l ⇐ e ⇓ σ ′ , meaning "in store σ, evaluating e at location l yields store σ ′ "; and σ, x∈L, e ⇓ ⋆ σ ′ , L ′ , meaning "in store σ, iterating e with x bound to each element of L yields store σ ′ and result labels L ′ ." The second judgment deals with iteration over multisets involved in comprehensions; this exemplifies a common pattern used throughout the paper.
Figure 5. Operational semantics
Many of the rules are similar; for brevity, we use a single rule for terms t of the following forms:
Each term is either a constant, a label, or a constructor or primitive function applied to some labels. The meaning of each of these operations is defined via the op function, as shown in Figure 4 , which maps a term t ∈ Term and a store σ : Lab → Con to a constructor. When L is a set of labels, we write σ[L] for the multiset of constructors {σ(l) : m | l : m ∈ L}. This notation is used in the rules for S and P . In this notation, the standard definition of summation of multisets of integers is P {i1 : m1, . . . , in :
The iteration rules σ, x∈L, e ⇓ ⋆ σ ′ , L ′ , evaluate e with x bound to each l ∈ L independently, preserving the multiplicity of labels. They split L using ⊕ and combine the result stores using the orthogonal store merging operation ⊎σ defined as follows:
Definition 1 (Orthogonal extensions and merging) We say σ1 and σ2 are orthogonal extensions of σ if σ1 = σ ⊎ σ
2 ) = ∅, and we write σ1 ⊎σ σ2
The operational semantics is illustrated on the Examples 1-2 in Figure 1 ; here, the labels r, r1, . . . , s, . . . uniquely identify each 
Type system for A-normalized expressions
We define typing rules for (normalized) NRC expressions as shown in Figure 6 . We use standard contexts Γ ::= · | Γ, x:τ mapping variables to types and store types Ψ of the form Ψ ::= · | Ψ, l:τ . For brevity, we write Ω for a pair Ψ, Γ and Ω(w) for Ψ(l) if l = w or Γ(x) if w = x respectively. The judgment Ψ, Γ ⊢ e : τ means that given store type Ψ and context Γ, expression e has type τ . The well-formedness judgment for stores is σ : Ψ, or "σ has store type Ψ". This judgment is defined in Figure 7 , using an auxiliary judgment Ψ ⊢con k : τ , meaning "in stores of type Ψ, constructor k has type τ ". Note that well-formed stores must be acyclic according to this judgment since the last rule permits each label to be traversed at most once. The well-formedness judgment for environments γ : Var → Lab is Ψ ⊢ γ : Γ, or "in a store with type Ψ, environment γ matches context Γ". The rules are as follows:
We sometimes combine the judgments and write Ψ ⊢ σ, γ : Γ to indicate σ : Ψ and Ψ ⊢ γ : Γ. The operational semantics is sound with respect to the store typing rules:
Correctness of operational semantics
To show the correctness of the operational semantics relative to the denotational semantics, we need to translate from stores and labels to values. We define the functions σ ↑τ l by induction on types as follows:
. We can easily show that:
The correctness of the operational semantics can then be established by induction on the structure of derivations:
Traced evaluation
We now consider traces which are intended to capture the "execution history" of a query in a form that is itself suitable for querying. We define traces T using the terms introduced earlier as follows:
Terms, introduced above, describe single computation steps. Labeled trace collections Θ are multisets of labeled traces [l]T . Assignment traces l ← t record that a new label l was created and assigned the value described by trace term t. Projection traces l ← proj i (l ′ , l ′′ ) record that l was created and assigned the value at l ′′ , by projecting the i-th component of pair l ′ . Sequential composition traces T1; T2 indicate that T1 was performed first followed by
e 1 record that a conditional expression tested l ′ , found it equal to boolean b, and then performed trace T that writes to l. In addition, conditional traces record the alternative expressions e1 and e2 corresponding to the true and false branches. Comprehension traces l ← comp(l ′ , Θ)x.e record that l was created by performing a comprehension over the set at l ′ , with subtraces Θ describing the iterations; the expression x.e records the body of the comprehension with its bound variable x. Sum traces l ← sum(l, Θ)x.e are similar.
When the expressions e1, e2, x.e in conditional or comprehension traces are irrelevant to the discussion we often omit them for brevity, e.g. writing cond l (l ′ , b, T ) or comp(l, Θ). We define the result label of a trace as follows:
We define the input labels of a labeled trace set Θ as in
Similarly, the result labels of Θ are defined as out
Note that we treat both as multisets.
Traced operational semantics
We now define traced evaluation, a refinement of the operational semantics in Section 2.4. The rules for traced evaluation are shown in Figure 8 . There are two judgments: σ, l ⇐ e ⇓ σ ′ , T , meaning
"Starting in store σ, evaluating e and storing the result at l yields store σ ′ and trace T ", and σ, x∈L, e ⇓ ⋆ σ ′ , L ′ , Θ, meaning "Starting in store σ, evaluating e with x bound to each label in L in turn yields store σ ′ , result labels L ′ and labeled traces Θ". Each operational semantics rule relates a different expression form to its trace form. Thus, traces can be viewed as explaining the dynamic execution history of the expression. (We will make this precise in Section 5.2). In particular, terms t are translated to assignment traces. Let-expressions are translated to sequential compositions of traces. For these expressions, it would be superfluous to record additional information such as the values of the inputs and outputs, since this can be recovered from the input store and the trace (as we shall see below). However, more detailed trace information is needed for some expressions, such as projections, conditionals, comprehensions, and sums. Their traces record some expression annotations and some information about the structure of the input store. Conditionals record the boolean value of the conditional test as well as both branches of the conditional; comprehensions and sums record the labels and subtraces of the elements of the input set as well as the body of the comprehension. This information is necessary to obtain the fidelity property (Section 5.2) and to ensure that we can extract other forms of provenance from traces (Section 4). Figure 9 shows one possible trace resulting from normalizing and running query Q1 from Example 1 on the data in Figure 1 . Similarly, Figure 10 shows a possible trace of the groupingaggregation query Q2 from Example 2. Since the example queries use record syntax, we use terms such as ( A : l) and traces l ← proj A (l ′ , l ′′ ) for record construction and field projection. These operations are natural generalizations of pair terms and projection traces. For brevity, the examples omit expression annotations.
Example 3
We will need the following property:
Proof. Easy induction on derivations.
Provenance extraction
As we discussed in Section 1, a number of forms of provenance have been defined already in the literature. Although most of this work has focused on flat relational queries, several techniques have
cond(x122,f,x123 <-{}), [s3] x131 <-proj_C(s3,s31); x132 <-x11 = x131; cond(x132,t,l11 <-proj_A(r1,r11); l12 <-proj_B(r1,r12); l13 <-proj_D(s3,s32); l1 <-(A:l11,B:l12,D:l13);
cond(x232,t,l21 <-proj_A(r2,r21); l22 <-proj_B(r2,r22); l23 <-proj_D(s3,s32); l2 <-(A:l21,B:l22,D:l23);
cond(x332,f,x333 <-{})})})
Figure 9. Example trace for query Q1
l11' <-42; x1 <-2; l12' <-sum(s,{ [s1] x11 <-proj_C(s1,s11); x12 <-x11 = x1; cond(x12,t, x13 <-proj_D(s1,s12)), [s2] x21 <-proj_C(s2,s21); x22 <-x21 = x1; cond(x22,t, x23 <-proj_D(s2,s22)), [s3] x31 <-proj_C(s3,s31); x32 <-x31 = x1; cond(x32,f, x33 <-0)}); l1' <-(C:l11',D:l12'); x <-{l1'}; y12 <-4; y <-comp(r,{
[r1] y11 <-proj_C(r1,r13); y12 <-y11 = y1; cond(y12,f, y13 <-{}), [r2] y21 <-proj_C(r2,r21); y22 <-y21 = y1; cond(y22,f,y23 <-{}), [r3] y31 <-proj_C(r3,r31); y32 <-y31 = y1; cond(y32,t,l21' <-proj_B(r3,r32); l22' <-proj_A(r3,r31); l2' <-(C:l21',D:l22') y33 <-{l2'})}); l' <-x U y Figure 10 . Example trace for query Q2 recently been extended to the NRC. Thus, a natural question is: are traces related to these other forms of provenance?
In this section we describe algorithms for extracting whereprovenance (Buneman et al. 2007 ), dependency provenance , and semiring provenance ) from traces. We will develop extraction algorithms and prove them correct relative to the existing definitions. However, our operational formulation of traces is rather different from existing denotational presentations of provenance semantics, so we need to set up appropriate correspondences between store-based and value-based representations. Precisely formulating these equivalences requires introducing several auxiliary definitions and properties.
We also discuss how provenance extraction yields insight into the meaning of other forms of provenance. We can view the extraction algorithms as dynamic analyses of the provenance trace. For example, where-provenance can be viewed an analysis that identifies "chains of copies" form the input to the output. Conversely, we can view high-level properties of traces as clear specifications that can be used to justify new provenance-tracking techniques.
The fact that several distinct forms of provenance can all be extracted from traces is a clear qualitative indication that traces are very general. This generality is not surprising in light of the fidelity property, which essentially requires that the traces accurately represent the query in all inputs. In fact, the provenance extraction rules do not inspect the expression annotations x.e, e1, e2 in comprehension and conditional traces; thus, they all work correctly even without these annotations. Also, the extraction rules do not have access to the underlying store σ; nor do they need to reconstruct the intermediate store. The trace itself records enough information about the store labels actually accessed.
We first fix some terminology used in the rest of the section. We consider an annotated store σ (h) to consist of a store σ and a function h : dom(σ) → A assigning each label in σ to an annotation in A. We also consider several kinds of annotated values. In general, a value v ∈ Val (A) with annotations a from some set A is an expression of the form
This syntax strictly generalizes that of ordinary values since ordinary values can be viewed as values annotated by elements of some unit set {⋆}, up to an obvious isomorphism. Also, we write |v| for the ordinary value obtained by erasing the annotations from v. This is defined as:
Moreover, we define ⌊w x ⌋ = w and ⌈w x ⌉ = x. Given an A-annotated store σ (h) , we can extract annotated values using the same technique as extracting ordinary values from an ordinary store:
Moreover, for γ : Var → Lab we again write ) for the extension of the annotated value extraction function from labels to environments. Similarly, for L a collection of labels we write Figure 12 . Where-provenance, operationally
Where-provenance
As discussed by (Buneman et al. 2001 (Buneman et al. , 2007 , where-provenance is information about "where an output value came from in the input". Buneman et al. (2007) defined where-provenance semantics for NRC queries via values annotated with optional annotations A ⊥ = A ⊎ {⊥}. Here, ⊥ stands for the absence of whereprovenance, and A is a set of tokens chosen to uniquely address each part of the input.
The idea of where-provenance is that values "copied" via variable or projection expressions retain their annotations, while other operations produce results annotated with ⊥. We use an auxiliary function
that defines the annotation of the result of a term t with respect to h : Lab → A ⊥ to be preserved if t = l and otherwise ⊥. Buneman et al. (2007) did not consider integer operations or sums; we support them by annotating the results with ⊥.
We first review the denotational presentation of where-provenance from (Buneman et al. 2007) . Figure 11 shows the semantics of expressions e as a function W e mapping contexts γ :
In Figure 12 , we introduce an equivalent operational formulation. We define judgments
, L ′ for iteration, both with where-provenance propagation.
It is straightforward to prove by induction that:
Theorem 2.
1. Suppose Γ ⊢ e : τ and The where-provenance extraction relation is shown in Figure 13; we define judgment h, T W h ′ , which takes input annotations h and propagates them through T to yield output annotations h ′ , and judgment h, Θ ⋆ W h ′ which propagates annotations through a set of traces. Where-provenance extraction can be shown correct relative to the operational where-provenance semantics, as follows:
Example 4 Figure 14 shows the results of where-provenance extraction for Examples 1-2. For the inputs and results in Figure 1 , the field values copied from the input have provenance links to their sources, whereas values computed from several values have no where-provenance (⊥).
Definition 2 A copy with source l ′ and target l is a trace of either the form l ← l ′ or l ← proj i (l ′′ , l ′ ). A chain of copies from l0 to ln is a sequence of trace steps T1; . . . ; Tn where each step Ti is a copy from li−1 to li. We say that a trace T contains a chain of copies from l ′ to l if there is a chain of copies from l ′ to l all of whose operations are present in T .
Let idσ : dom(σ) → dom(σ) ⊥ be the (lifted) identity function on σ.
and only if there is a chain of copies from
Moreover, where-provenance can easily be extracted from a trace for a single input or output label rather than for all of the labels simultaneously, simply by traversing the trace. Though this takes time O(|T |) in the worst case, we could do much better if the traces are represented as graphs rather than as syntax trees.
Dependency provenance
We next consider extracting the dependency provenance introduced in our previous work ). Dependency provenance is motivated by the concepts of dependency that underlie program slicing (Venkatesh 1991) and noninterference in information flow security, as formalized, for instance, in the Dependency Core Calculus (Abadi et al. 1999) . We consider NRC values annotated with sets of tokens and define an annotation-propagating semantics.
Dependency provenance annotations are viewed as correct when they link each part of the input to all parts of the output that may change if the input part is changed. This is similar to non-interference. The resulting links can be used to "slice" the input with respect to the output and vice versa. established that, as with minimal program slices, minimal dependency provenance is not computable, but gave dynamic and static approximations. Here, we will show how to extract the dynamic approximation from traces.
Dependency provenance can be modeled using values v ∈ Val (P(A)) annotated with sets of tokens from A. We introduce an auxiliary function dep(t, h) for calculating the dependences of basic terms t relative to annotation functions h : Lab → P(A).
Essentially, dep simply takes the union of the annotations of all labels mentioned in a term. defined dynamic provenance-tracking denotationally as a function D e mapping contexts γ : Var → Val (P(A)) to P(A)-annotated values. We present this definition in Figure 15 . Note that we use an auxiliary notation v +a to indicate adding an annotation to the toplevel of a P(A)-annotated value. That is, (w b ) +a = w b∪a . Next we introduce an operational version. We define judgments
′(a) for comprehension evaluation, both with dependency-provenance propagation. Note that the iteration rules maintain an annotation set a collecting the top-level annotations of the elements of L ′ . It is straightforward to prove by induction that: Theorem 4.
Suppose
We define the dependency-provenance extraction judgments Figure 18 . As usual, we have two judgments, one for traversing traces and another for traversing trace sets. Figure 15 . Dependency-provenance, denotationally
Figure 16. Dependency-provenance, operationally A1 = {r, s, r1, r2, r3, s1, s2, s3, r13, s11, r23, s21, r33, s31} A2 = {r, s, r1, r2, r3, s1, s2, s3, r12, r22, r32} A3 = {s11, s12, s21, s22, s31}
Output 
Example 5 Figure 17 shows the results of dependency provenance extraction for Examples 1-2. The dependency-provenance is similar to the where-provenance for several fields such as l11. The rows l Green et al. (2007) introduced the semiring-annotated relational model. Recall that a (commutative) semiring is an algebraic structure (K, 0K , 1K , +K , ·K ) such that (K, 0, +) and (K, 1, ·) are commutative monoids, 0 is an annilhilator (that is, 0·x = 0 = x·0) and · distributes over +. They considered K-relations to be ordinary finite relations whose elements are annotated with elements of K, and interpreted relational calculus queries over K-relations such that many known variations of the relational model are a spe-
Semiring provenance
Figure 18. Extracting dependency provenance cial case. For example, ordinary set-based semantics corresponds to the semiring (B, f, t, ∨, ∧), whereas the multiset or bag semantics corresponds to the semiring (N, 0, 1, +, ·).
The most general instance of the K-relational model is obtained by taking K to be the free semiring N[X] of polynomials with coefficients in N over indeterminates X, and Green et al. (2007) considered this to yield a form of provenance that they called howprovenance because it provides more information (than previous approaches such as why-provenance or lineage) about how a tuple was derived from the input. Lineage and why-provenance can also be obtained as instances of the semiring model (although the initial paper glossed over some subtleties that were later clarified by (Buneman et al. 2008) ). Thus, if we can extract semiring provenance from traces, we can also extract lineage and why-provenance. extended the semiring-valued model to the NRC, and we will work in terms of this version. Formally, given semiring K, interpret types as follows:
In other words, integer, boolean and pair types are interpreted normally, and collections of type τ are interpreted as finitely-supported functions from K τ to K. For example, finitely-supported functions X → B correspond to finite relations over X, whereas finitely-supported functions X → N correspond to finite multisets. We overload the multiset notation {v1 : k1, . . .} for K-collections over K-values v to indicate that the annotation of vi is ki. We write K-Val for the set of all K-values of any type. We write K(X) for {f : X → K | supp(f ) finite}. This forms an additive monad with zero. To simplify notation, we define its "return" (ηK), "bind" (•K), zero (0K), and addition (+K) operators as follows:
Moreover, if f : X → K and k ∈ K then we write k ·K f for the "scalar multiplication" of v by k, that is, (2008)'s version of NRC excludes emptiness tests, integers, booleans and primitive operations other than equality, but also includes some features we do not consider such as a tree type used to model unordered XML. Most of the rules are similar to the ordinary denotational semantics of NRC; only the rules involving collection types are different. A suitable type soundness theorem can be shown easily for this interpretation.
Semiring-valued relations place annotations only on the elements of collections. To model these annotations correctly using stores, we annotate labels of collections with K-collections of labels K(Lab). As a simple example, consider store [l1 := 1, l2 := 2, l3 := 1, l := {l1 : 2, l2 : 3, l3}] and annotation function h(l) = [l1 := k1, l2 := k2, l3 := k3]. Then l can be interpreted as the Kvalue {1 : 2k1 +k3, 2 : 3k2}. The reason for annotating collections with K(Lab) instead of annotating collection element labels directly is that due to sharing, a label may be an element of more than one collection in a store (with different K-annotations). For example, consider [l1 := 1, l2 := 2, l := {l1 : 2, l2}, l ′ := {l1 : 42}]. If we annotate l with [l1 → k1, l2 → k2] and l ′ with [l1 := k3] then we can interpret l as {1 : 2k1, 2 : k2} and l ′ as {1 : 42k3} respectively. If the annotations were placed directly on l1, l2 then this would not be possible.
We will consider annotation functions h : Lab → K(Lab) ⊥ such that if l is the label of a collection, then h(l) maps the elements of l to their K-values. Labels of pair, integer, or boolean constructors are mapped to ⊥. In what follows, we will use an auxiliary function semiring(l, h) to deal with the basic operations:
As before, we consider an operational version of the denotational semantics of NRC over K-values. This is shown in Figure 20 . As usual, there are two judgments, one for expression evaluation and one for iterating over a set. Many of the rules not in- There is a mismatch between the denotational semantics on Kvalues and the operational semantics. The latter produces annotated stores, and we need to translate these to K-values in order to be able to relate the denotational and operational semantics. The desired translation is different from the ones we have needed so far. We define
The translation steps for the basic types and pairing are straightforward. For collection types, we need to construct a K-collection corresponding to l; to do so, given an input x we sum together the values h(l)(l
In particular, note that we ignore the multiplicity of l ′ in σ(l) here. We can now show the equivalence of the operational and denotational presentations of the semiring semantics:
Our main result is that extraction semantics is correct with respect to the operational semantics:
holds if and only if h,
Output table Q1(A, B, D)
Output table Q3(A, D) Figure 21 . Semiring provenance extraction examples
Figure 22. Extracting semiring provenance
Example 6 Figure 21 shows the result of semiring-provenance extraction on Q1. Here, we write R1, S1, etc. for the annotations of r1 in r, s1 in s, etc. respectively. The second query Q2 involves P expressions, which are not handled by the semiring model. Instead, the second part of Figure 21 shows the result of semiring provenance extraction on Q3 = {(A : x.A, D : x.D) | x ∈ Q1}, where we have merged the two copies of the record (A : 1, D : 7) together and added their K-values.
Adaptation

Adaptive semantics
We also introduce an adaptive semantics that adapts traces to changes in the input. Similarly to change-propagation in AFL (Acar et al. 2006) , we can use the adaptive semantics to "recompute" an expression when the input is changed, and to adapt the trace to be consistent with the new input and output. However, unlike in AFL, our goal here is not to efficiently recompute results, but rather to characterize how traces "represent" or "explain" computations. We believe efficient techniques for recomputing database queries could also be developed using similar ideas, but view this as beyond the scope of this paper.
We define the adaptive semantics rules in Figure 23 . Following the familiar pattern established by the operational semantics, we use two judgments: σ, T σ ′ , T ′ , or "Recomputing T on σ yields result σ ′ and new trace T ′ ", and σ, x∈L, e, Θ ⋆ σ ′ , L ′ , Θ ′ , or "Reiterating e on σ for each x ∈ L with cached traces Θ yields result σ ′ , result labels L ′ , and new trace Θ ′ ". Many of the basic trace steps have straightforward adaptation rules. For example, the rule for traces l ← t simply recomputes the result using the values of the input labels in the current store. For projection, we recompute the operation and discard the cached labels. Adaptation for sequential composition is also straightforward. For conditional traces, there are two rules. If the boolean value of the label is the same as that recorded in the trace, then we proceed by re-using the subtrace. Otherwise, we need to fall back on the trace semantics to compute the other branch.
Figure 23. Trace adaptation semantics
The rules for comprehension and summation traces make use of the iteration adaptation judgment. In each case, we traverse the current store value of l0. For each label l in this set, we re-compute the body of the comprehension, re-using a trace [l]T if present in Θ, otherwise evaluating e[l/x] in the traced semantics. The iterative judgments return a new labeled trace set Θ and its return labels L ′ . Note that trace adaptation ignores the multiplicity of cached traces. When we re-use a cached trace [l]T on a label l with multiplicity m, we simply rerun the trace and use m as the multiplicity of the result label and new trace.
Example 7 TODO
Metatheory of adaptation
We now investigate the metatheoretic properties of the traced evaluation and trace adaptation semantics.
We first show that the traced semantics correctly implements the operational semantics of NRC expressions, if we ignore traces. This is a straightforward induction in both directions.
Theorem 8. For any σ, l, e, σ ′ , we have σ, l ⇐ e ⇓ σ ′ if and only if σ, l ⇐ e ⇓ σ ′ , T for some T .
We now turn to the correctness of the trace semantics. We can view the trace semantics as both evaluating e in a store σ yielding σ ′ and translating e to a trace T which "explains" the execution of e. What properties should a trace have in order to be a valid explanation? We identify two such properties which help to formalize this intuition. They are called consistency and fidelity.
Consistency
The trace is meant to be an explanation of what happened when e was evaluated on σ. For example, if the trace says that l ← l1 + l2 but σ ′ (l) = σ ′ (l1) + σ ′ (l2) then this is inconsistent with the real execution. Also, if the trace contains
e 2 e 1 , but l ′ actually evaluated to t in the evaluation of e, then the trace is inconsistent with the actual execution. As a third example, if the trace contains
Figure 24. Declarative semantics of traces whereas σ(l) = {l2, l3} then the trace is inconsistent because it does not correctly show the behavior of the comprehension over l.
To formalize this notion of consistency, observe that we can view a trace declaratively as a collection of statements about the values in the store. We define a judgment σ |= T , meaning "T is satisfied in store σ". We also employ an auxiliary judgment σ |= ⋆ Θ, meaning "Each trace in Θ is satisfied in store σ". The satisfiability relation is defined in Figure 24 .
Fidelity Consistency is a necessary, but not sufficient, requirement for traces to be "explanations". It tells us that the trace records valid information about the results of an execution. However, this is not enough, in itself, to say that the trace really "explains" the execution, because a consistent trace might not tell us what might have happened in other possible executions. To see why, consider a simple expression if ly then lx + lz else lz run against input store [lx = 42, ly = t, lz = 5}. Consider the traces, T1 = l ← lx + lz and T2 = l ← 47. Both of these traces are consistent, but neither really "explain" what actually happened. Saying that l ← lx + lz or l ← 47 is enough to know what the result value was in the actual run, but not what the result would have been under all conditions. The dependence on lx is lost in T2. If we rerun T1 with a different input store lx = 37, then T1 will correctly return 42 while T2 will still return 47. Moreover, the dependences on ly are lost in both: changing ly to f invalidates both traces. Instead, the trace T3 = cond l (ly, t, l ← lx + lz) lz lx+lz records enough information to recompute the result under any (reasonable) change to the input store.
We call traces faithful to e if they record enough information to recompute e when the input store changes. We first consider a property called partial fidelity. Partial fidelity tells us that the trace adaptation semantics is partially correct with respect to the traced evaluation semantics. That is, if T was obtained by running e on σ1 and we can successfully adapt T to a new input σ2 to obtain σ ′ 2 and T ′ , then we know that σ ′ 2 and T ′ could also have been obtained by traced evaluation from σ2 "from scratch".
We first need some lemmas:
Proof. Induction on the structure of σ, x∈L, e ⇓ ⋆ σ ′ , L ′ , Θ.
• The case where Θ = ∅ is vacuous since [l]T ∈ Θ.
• Suppose the derivation is of the form
; the cases are symmetric. In either case, the induction hypothesis applies and we have σ, out(T ) ⇐ e[l/x] ⇓ σi, T as desired.
Proof. Straightforward induction similar to Lemma 2.
Proof. Straightforward induction on derivations.
Theorem 10 (Partial fidelity). Let σ1, σ
Proof. Induction on the structure of the second derivation, with inversion on the first derivation. Lemma 2 is needed in part (2) to deal with the adaptation case where [l]T ∈ Θ holds. For part 1, the cases are as follows:
• If the second derivation is of the form σ2, l ← t σ2[l := op(t, σ2)], l ← t then the first must be of the form
and so we can immediately conclude
• If the second derivation is of the form
and so we can immediately conclude 
then the first derivation must be of the form σ1, x∈σ1(l
By induction hypothesis (2), we have that σ2, x∈σ2(l
then we can immediately conclude:
• If the derivation is of the form:
: m} then observe that out(T1) = out(T2) by Lemma 4. Moreover, by Lemma 2, we have σ1,
However, partial fidelity is rather weak since there is no guarantee that T can be adapted to a given σ2. To formalize and prove total fidelity, we need to be careful about what changed inputs σ2 we consider. Obviously, σ2 must be type-compatible with T in some sense; for instance we cannot expect a trace such as l ← l1 + l2 to adapt to an input in which l1 = t. Thus, we need to set up a type system for stores and traces and prove type-soundness for traced evaluation and adaptation.
More subtly, if we have a trace l ← t that writes to l and we try to evaluate it on a different store that already defines l, perhaps at a different type, then the adaptation step may succeed, but the result store may be ill-formed, leading to problems later on. In general, we need to restrict attention to altered stores σ2 that preserve the types of labels read by T and avoid labels written by T .
We say that σ matches Ψ avoiding S (written σ <: Ψ # S) if σ : Ψ ′ for some Ψ ′ ⊇ Ψ with dom(Ψ ′ )∩S = ∅. That is, σ satisfies the type information in Ψ, and may have other labels, but the other labels cannot overlap with S. Moreover, when L is a collection of labels {l1 : m1, . . . , ln : mn}, we sometimes write L:τ as an abbreviation for l1 : τ, . . . , ln : τ ; thus, σ <: Ψ, L:τ # S stands for σ <: Ψ, l1:τ, . . . , ln:τ # S.
We also need to be careful to avoid making the type system too specific about the labels used internally by T , because these may change when T is adapted. We therefore introduce a typing judgment for traces Ψ ⊢ T ⊲ l : τ , meaning "In a store matching type Ψ, trace T produces an output l of type τ ." Trace typing does not expose the types of labels created by T for internal use in the rules for let and comprehension. The rules are shown in Figure 25 , along with the auxiliary judgment Ψ ⊢ τ ⊲ Θ ⊲ τ ′ , meaning "In a store matching Ψ, the labeled traces Θ operate on inputs of type τ and produce outputs of type τ ′ ". We now show that for well-formed expressions and input stores, traced evaluation can construct well-formed output stores and traces avoiding any finite set of labels. Here, we need labelavoidance constraints to avoid label conflicts between σ1 and σ2 in the ⇓ ⋆ -rule for Θ1 ⊕ Θ2. We also need these constraints later in proving Theorem 13. Next we show traced evaluation is sound, that is, produces well-formed traces and states. By combining the above partial fidelity and soundness theorems, we can finally obtain our main result:
Corollary 1 (Total Fidelity). Suppose σ1, l ⇐ e ⇓ σ Proof. By Theorem 12 we have that Ψ ⊢ T1 ⊲ l : τ . Thus, by Theorem 13 there must exist T2, σ ′ 2 such that σ2, T1 σ ′ 2 , T2. By Theorem 10, it follows that σ2, l ⇐ e ⇓ σ ′ 2 , T2.
Trace slicing
As noted above, traces are often large. Traces are also difficult to interpret because they reduce computations to very basic steps, like machine code. In this section, we consider slicing and other simplifications for making trace information more useful and readable. However, formalizing these techniques appears nontrivial, and is beyond the scope of this paper. Here we only consider examples of trace slicing and simplification techniques that discard some of the details of the trace information to make it more readable.
Example 8
Recall query Q1. If we are only interested in how row l1 in the output was computed, then the following backwards trace slice answers this question.
l <-comp(r,{
[r1] x11 <-proj_C(r1,r13); x1 <-comp(s,{ [s3] x131 <-proj_C(s3,s31); x132 <-x11 = x131; cond(x132,t,l11 <-proj_A(r1,r11); l12 <-proj_B(r1,r12); l13 <-proj_D(s3,s32); l1 <-(A:l11,B:l12,D:l13); x136 <-{l1})})})
Note that the slice refers only to the rows r1 and s3 that contribute to the semiring-provenance of l1. Moreover, the where-provenance and dependency-provenance of l1, l11, l12, and l13 can be extracted from this slice.
To make the slice more readable, we can discard information about projection and assignment steps and substitute expressions for labels: l <-comp(r,{
[r1] x1 <-comp(s,{ [s3] cond(r13 = s31,t,l1 <-(A:r11,B:r12,D:s32); x136 <-{l1})})})
We can further simplify this to an expression {(A : r11, B : r12, D : s32)} that shows how to calculate l1 from the original input, but this is not guaranteed to be valid if the input is changed.
Conclusions
Provenance is an important topic in a variety of settings, particularly where computer systems such as databases are being used in new ways for scientific research. The semantic foundations of provenance, however, are not well understood. This makes it difficult to judge the correctness and effectiveness of existing proposals and to study their strengths and weaknesses. This paper develops a foundational approach based on provenance traces, which can be viewed as explanations of the operational behavior of a query not on just the current input but also on other possible (well-defined) inputs. We define and give traced operational semantics and adaptation semantics for traces and prove consistency and fidelity properties that characterize precisely how traces produced by our approach record the run-time behavior of queries. The proof of fidelity, in particular, involves subtleties not evident in other trace semantics systems such as AFL (Acar et al. 2006) due to the presence of collection types and comprehensions, which are characteristic of database query languages.
Provenance traces are very general, as illustrated by the fact that other forms of provenance information may be extracted from them. For instance, we show how to extract where-provenance, dependency provenance, and semiring provenance from traces. Depending on the needs of the application, these specialized forms of provenance may be preferable to provenance traces due to efficiency concerns. As a further application, we informally discuss how we may slice or simplify traces to extract smaller traces that are more relevant to part of the input or output.
To our knowledge, our work is the first to formally investigate trace semantics for collection types or database query languages and the first to relate traces to other models of provenance in databases. There are a number of compelling directions for fu-ture work, including formalizing interesting definitions of trace slices, developing efficient techniques for generating and querying provenance traces, and relating provenance traces to the viewmaintenance and view-update problems.
